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lf-actuation transport of a liquid
metal nanodroplet in a two-plate confinement
microchannel†

Erli Ni,a Lin Song,b Zhichao Li,a Guixuan Lu,a Yanyan Jiang *ac and Hui Li *a

Controllable directional transport of a liquid metal nanodroplet in a microchannel has been a challenge in

the field of nanosensors, nanofluidics, and nanofabrication. In this paper, we report a novel design that the

self-actuation of a gallium nanodroplet in a two-plate confinement microchannel could be achieved via

a continuous wetting gradient. More importantly, suitable channel parameters could be used to

manipulate the dynamic behavior of the gallium nanodroplet. The self-actuation transport in the two-

plate confinement microchannel is the result of the competition between the driving force from the

difference of the Laplace pressure and energy dissipation from the viscous resistance. Furthermore, we

have identified the conditions to assess whether the droplet will pass through the contractive cross-

section or not. This work can provide guidance for manipulating liquid metal nanodroplets in

microchannels.
Introduction

Manipulating the nanodroplet movement in a microchannel has
been investigated extensively due to its application in daily life
and industrial processes. For instance, shorebirds use surface
tension to induce transport of millimetric droplets in their
beaks;1,2 inmicrouidics,3–5 printing,6,7 and oil–water separation,8

the microchannel is conducive to achieve directional transport of
droplets. Thus far, there have been many techniques to propel
droplet motion using an external oscillatory electric eld,9,10

chemical reaction,11 vibrating substrates,12,13 thermal gradi-
ents,14,15 light,16 and magnetic elds.17 Lv et al.18 reported
a strategy to drive droplets by light-induced asymmetric defor-
mation of the channel wall. Bush et al.1 created the pressure
difference to move droplets by repeatedly opening and closing
the non-parallel plates. Under some sophisticated conditions,
especially in the elds of biosensing,19 medical diagnostics,20 and
drug delivery,21 it is of great importance to maintain liquid
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stability. However, its stability may be destroyed by external
forces. Furthermore, most of the abovementioned methods
require the addition of functional particles/substances (i.e.,
photosensitive surfactants18 and magnetic particles22,23) to the
droplet, possibly leading to unnecessary contamination24 and
consequently limiting their potential applications. Therefore,
realizing the self-actuation of the droplet without an externally
applied force becomes a dream.

A feasible strategy to achieve the self-actuation of a liquid is to
design a surface with the wetting gradient, which has been widely
exploited by living organisms. For example, semiaquatic insects25

could move freely on water by secreting surfactants to modify the
surface tension of water; desert beetles26 use their backs with
patterns of hydrophobic troughs and hydrophilic bumps to
collect fog or water vapor from the air. Such a surface tension
gradient creates a difference in the contact angle on both sides of
the droplet, which could provide the driving force for its self-
actuation. Inspired by these natural phenomena, Chaudhury
et al.27 for the rst time fabricated an articial wetting gradient to
control the spontaneousmovement of water. Subsequently, some
researchers have made great progress in designing and fabri-
cating a wetting gradient surface. In our previous work,28 radial
texture gradient substrates were used to achieve the self-actua-
tion of a gallium nanodroplet. Jiang et al.29 introduced a strategy
based on slippery surfaces with immobilized lubricantmenisci to
directionally transport microdroplets with high efficiency. The-
odorakis et al.30 observed that droplets with better adhesion to
the substrate exhibit, as a rule, essentially spontaneous unidi-
rectional movement toward the rigid part of the substrate. Ju
et al.31 designed a cone-shaped structure to fabricate an efficient
fog collection system inspired by the cactus, which benets from
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the gradient of the Laplace pressure, the gradient of the surface
free energy, and multi-function integration. The preparation of
the wetting gradient surface has been achieved by using tech-
niques such as photolithography,32,33 microcontact printing,34

self-assembled monolayers (SAM),35–37 and chemical vapor
deposition.38 In addition to experimental studies, molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations also play an indispensable role in
understanding self-actuation. Zhang et al.39 performed the clas-
sical MD method to investigate the self-driving behaviors of
liquid mercury (Hg) on a graphene–Cu composite substrate. Hao
et al.40 controlled both velocity and direction of the nanodroplet
movement on a wedge-shaped groove employing MD
simulations.

To date, controlling the self-actuation of a nanodroplet in
a two-plate connement microchannel has not been well
studied. Furthermore, most self-actuation studies attach
importance to aqueous liquids, but the self-actuation of liquid
metals is even more signicant because these uids may have
many desirable properties, such as favorable metallic conduc-
tivity,41 low bulk viscosity,42 and larger surface tension than
water. Therefore, this paper has proposed an innovative
approach to achieve long-range spontaneous motion of a liquid
gallium nanodroplet in a two-plate connement microchannel
with the wetting gradient. We have performed the MD method
to study the transport behaviors of gallium nanodroplets in two-
plate connement or varying cross-section microchannels.
Methods

The model was composed of two parallel graphene plates with
specic wetting gradients, and a liquid gallium nanodroplet, as
schematically shown in Fig. 1a. A gallium nanodroplet with
1002 atoms was put between parallel graphene plates. The
graphene plates were divided into ve zones to mimic surfaces
with different wettabilities, named surfaces I–V in turn. As
shown in Fig. 1b and c, the initial location of the liquid gallium
nanodroplet was 10�A far from the le edge of the channel, and
the head and tail surfaces of the channel, that is, surface I and
surface V, were 30 �A in length. The lengths of other surfaces
were 15 �A. The height between the two plates was set as 20 �A.
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of a gallium nanodroplet in a two-plate con
zones to mimic surfaces with different wettabilities, named surfaces I–V i
for the gallium nanodroplet in the two-plate confinement microchanne

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to
study how to achieve the self-actuation of the gallium nano-
droplet in the two-plate connement microchannel, using the
large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator
(LAMMPS) package.43 In the simulation, the time integration of
Newton's equation of motion was calculated by using the
velocity Verlet algorithm44 with a time step of 1.0 fs, meanwhile,
the system temperature was controlled by the Nose–Hoover
thermostat method45 under the conditions of NVT ensemble
and three-dimensional periodic boundary. Visualization and
analysis of simulation trajectory data were conducted by using
Open Visualization Tool (OVITO) soware packages. The pro-
cessing time of the simulations was 1000 ps.

The adaptive intermolecular empirical bond order (AIREBO)
interatomic potential was used to describe the C–C interaction
among carbon atoms of graphene plates. The AIREBO potential
could be expressed as follows:46

EAIREBO ¼ 1
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The interactions among gallium atoms were modeled by the
embedded atom method (EAM) interatomic potential, which
could reproduce some basic properties including the melting
point and liquid density of gallium quite well. The EAM
potential is given as:47
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where F is the embedding energy and Ø is the pair potential
interaction. The pairwise Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential used to
simulate the interaction between gallium atoms and carbon
atoms is given as:

ELJ ¼ 43
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r
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where s is the distance parameter and 3 represents the char-
acteristic energy parameter. r is the distance between a pair of
atoms. Furthermore, the cutoff distance rc was set as 10.0 Å. In
finement microchannel, and the graphene plates were divided into five
n turn. (b) Top view and (c) sectional view of the initial simulation model
l.
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our simulations, sGa–graphene ¼ 2.5 Å (ref. 48) and 3 would be
manually adjusted to reach a desirable surface wettability.

Results and discussion

Wettability of the gallium nanodroplet between two graphene
plates has been rst investigated at equilibrium to unveil vari-
ation of the wettability with the different characteristic energies
3. The contact angle of the gallium nanodroplet between two
graphene parallel plates is employed to evaluate the wettability.
The density distribution function is used to obtain the droplet
prole, and then the contact angle is determined by the tting
method (the details are shown in the ESI†). As shown in Fig. 2,
the contact angle shows a monotonous decrease with the
increase of the characteristic energy 3, indicating a successful
transition of surface wettability by tuning 3. Especially, when 3

increases from 3 � 10�3 eV to 7.8 � 10�3 eV, the contact angle
continuously decreases from 139.50� to 92.45�. This change can
also be seen from the snapshots in the insets of Fig. 2. More
importantly, the MD simulation results show that the rela-
tionship between the characteristic energy 3 and the contact
angle q is almost linear. Thus, there is a quantitative relation-
ship between 3 and q, indicating that the wetting gradient
surface could be created by setting D3.

To obtain the two-plate connement microchannel with the
specic wetting gradient, we setD3 in continuous regions on the
two graphene plates. The energy parameter 3 from surface I to
surface V increases successively, indicating that a wetting
gradient with decreasing contact angle is established. The mass
center of the gallium nanodroplet is placed on the joint between
surface I and surface II. Fig. 3a shows the snapshots of the
gallium nanodroplet at different time points. An obviously
continuous motion of the gallium droplet is observed along the
x-direction once it is released aer the initial equilibrium,
demonstrating that the suitable wetting gradient could make
Fig. 2 Contact angle q with the different characteristic energies 3. The
insets show the configurations of the gallium droplet at two different 3
values as representatives. The error arises from the small uncertainty in
the fitting of the profile of the outermost atoms.

2754 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 2752–2761
the gallium nanodroplet achieve the long-range spontaneous
self-actuation in the two-plate connement microchannel.
Meanwhile, the movements of the gallium nanodroplet vary
with different wetting gradients (D3). Fig. 3b shows the mean
square displacement (MSD) of the gallium nanodroplet under
different gradients. The MSD is signicantly increased with the
increase of the wetting gradient D3. If D3 < 6 � 10�4 eV, the
wetting gradient is too small to drive the gallium nanodroplet in
the two-plate connement microchannel, so the gallium
nanodroplet has no obvious displacement in the gradient
direction. When 6 � 10�4 eV # D3 < 1 � 10�3 eV, the gallium
nanodroplet could move slowly in the two-plate connement
microchannel and reach surface V within 400 ps. Then, the
droplet vibrates at a small scale because there is no wetting
gradient to drive the droplets. If D3 $ 1 � 10�3 eV, the large
wetting gradient could drive the gallium nanodroplet from
surface I to surface V rapidly (ESI, Movies 1–3†). The average
velocity of all the gallium atoms in the nanodroplet under D3 ¼
2 � 10�4 eV, D3 ¼ 6 � 10�4 eV and D3 ¼ 1 � 10�3 eV is also
investigated. As shown in Fig. 3c, the average velocity of the
gallium droplet initially goes higher with increasing wetting
gradient, which is derived from the larger acceleration of the
droplet under a higher wetting gradient. It can be seen that the
velocity remains almost zero under D3 ¼ 2 � 10�4 eV. When D3

¼ 1 � 10�3 eV, the gallium nanodroplet quickly achieves its
maximum velocity and then its velocity fades away aer reach-
ing the right edge of the two-plate connement microchannel.
Interestingly, the average velocity of the gallium droplet is wave-
like when D3 ¼ 6 � 10�4 eV.

To get a better understanding of the motion of the gallium
droplet, we next analyze the driving mechanism of the gallium
nanodroplet transport in the two-plate connement micro-
channel. Fig. 4 illustrates the theoretical scenario of the
gallium nanodroplet motion. The gallium nanodroplet in the
two-plate connement microchannel with height H forms
respective menisci with angles q1 and q2 on both sides. Without
the wetting gradient, the two menisci are symmetric (q1 ¼ q2),
and the droplet is in a stable state of mechanical equilibrium.
When the gallium nanodroplet is placed on the wetting
gradient surface, the contact angles on both sides are different,
which will drive the droplet to move toward the direction of the
decreasing contact angle. Fig. 4 shows that the curvature
radius on both sides of the droplet changes with different
contact angles. According to the geometric relationship,
a smaller contact angle would form a curvature with a larger
radius, indicating that the droplet would move towards the
direction of the larger radius of curvature in the two-plate
connement microchannel. Therefore, the curvature variation
at each end of the droplet would generate a difference in the
Laplace pressure (DP) to propel the gallium droplet, which
scales as:49

DP ¼ 2g

�
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H
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Fig. 3 (a) Snapshots of the positions of the gallium nanodroplet in the two-plate confinementmicrochannel with different wetting gradients (D3¼ 2
� 10�4 eV, 6� 10�4 eV, and 1� 10�3 eV) at different simulation time points. (b) MSDof the gallium nanodroplet under different wetting gradients. (c)
The average velocity of all the gallium atoms in the nanodroplet under the conditions of D3 ¼ 2� 10�4 eV, D3 ¼ 6� 10�4 eV and D3 ¼ 1� 10�3 eV.
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Here, g is the surface tension of the gallium droplet, H repre-
sents the height of the two-plate connement microchannel,
and Rr and Ra represent the curvature radius on the retreating
Fig. 4 Force analysis diagram of the gallium nanodroplet in the
channel with the wetting gradient.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
side and the advancing side respectively. It is the wetting
gradient that makes the droplet asymmetric and generates
a pressure difference in the two-plate connement micro-
channel. Therefore, the driving force Fd can be expressed as:

Fd ¼ ADP ¼ pgH2

4

�
1

Rr

� 1

Ra

	
(6)

In addition to the driving force, the gallium droplet would
also suffer resistance resulting from viscosity. The viscosity of
the gallium droplet would conspicuously hinder the motion,
especially in the two-plate connement channel. The gallium
nanodroplet motion is resisted by the viscous resistance Ff
which could be expressed as:2

Ff ¼ pvmL2

2H
(7)
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 2752–2761 | 2755
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where v is the average velocity of the droplet, m is the dynamic
viscosity of the gallium droplet (1.5 mPa s) and L represents the
length of the contact line. For the same volume of the gallium
droplet in the same channel, the contact line length does not
change dramatically, indicating that the viscous resistance Ff is
highly sensitive to the velocity v, implying that the droplet
would suffer larger viscous resistance with increasing
velocity.

The driving force and the resistance of the gallium nano-
droplet moving in the two-plate connement microchannel are
calculated. Fig. 5a and b show the driving force and the viscous
resistance of the gallium nanodroplet within 300 ps. We can see
that the driving force remains basically balanced (as shown by
the dotted line in Fig. 5a) until the gallium nanodroplet reaches
surface V, indicating that the wetting gradient could continu-
ously provide the driving force for the movement. However, the

viscous resistance (Ff ¼ pvmL2

2H
) would increase when the

droplet is continuously accelerated. When D3¼ 2� 10�4 eV, the
small wetting gradient makes the contact angle on both sides
basically the same. Therefore, there is no energy asymmetry and
the Laplace pressure difference (DP), so the gallium nano-
droplet has no obvious displacement and velocity in the
gradient direction. For the gradient of D3 ¼ 6 � 10�4 eV, the
absolute value of the viscous resistance approaches or even
exceeds the absolute value of the driving force when the velocity
reaches the maximum, suggesting that the driving force
provided by the wetting gradient is not enough to accelerate the
gallium nanodroplet. Therefore, the droplet velocity would
decrease aer reaching its peak. The droplet reaches surface V
by accelerating twice (two peaks) and decelerating once (one
trough). When the gallium nanodroplet completely reaches
surface V, there is no longer the wetting gradient to provide the
driving force, resulting in its velocity fading away. If D3 ¼ 1.2 �
10�3 eV, the larger wetting gradient signicantly increases the
energy asymmetry on both sides of the droplet, generating
a large enough driving force. In this case, the driving force
completely dominates the competition with the viscous resis-
tance as shown in Fig. 5a and b. Therefore, the sufficient driving
force could keep the droplet in an accelerated state. Finally, the
Fig. 5 (a) Driving force and (b) viscous resistance of the gallium nanodro

2756 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 2752–2761
droplet completely reaches surface V, and the velocity reaches
maximum. Based on the above analysis, we may safely come to
conclusion that the displacement and velocity of the nano-
droplet in the two-plate connement channel are determined by
the competition between the driving force and the energy
dissipation in the droplet moving process.

The above studies focus on that the gallium nanodroplet
moves in the at and smooth two-plate microchannel in the
presence of a wetting gradient without any other external forces.
However, in many situations, the channel walls may not be at,
but be rough or have obstructions. Especially, in the eld of
microuidics, the varying cross-section could be used to control
velocities, interaction times and so on. Therefore, we are next
about to discuss the dynamic behavior of the gallium nano-
droplet in the varying cross-section microchannel with the
wetting gradient. As shown in Fig. 6a, we have created
a contractive cross-section by designing two steps between
surface III and surface IV. The heights of channel cross-sections
are H1 and H2 respectively as shown in Fig. 6b; thus, the
difference of the height between two cross-sections is dened as
DH. Then, the mass center of the gallium nanodroplet is placed
on the joint between surface I and surface II. The gallium
nanodroplet would gradually move toward the direction of the
contractive cross-section driven by the wetting gradient (D3 is
set as 1.2 � 10�3 eV). To better describe the dynamic behaviors,
the head and tail positions of the droplet are named respectively
xhead and xtail as shown in Fig. 6b. The dynamic behaviors of the
gallium nanodroplet at different cross-section height differ-
ences DH could be presented as three different scenarios: (1)
completely passing through the contractive cross-section; (2)
partially passing through the contractive cross-section, and (3)
being blocked by the contractive cross-section. It can be seen
that the gallium nanodroplet could completely pass through the
contractive cross-section when DH ¼ 2 �A, as shown in Fig. 6c
(ESI, Movies 4–6†). The gallium nanodroplet partially passes
through the contractive cross-section when DH ¼ 4 �A. Finally,
the nanodroplet would be blocked by the contractive cross-
section when DH ¼ 6 �A.

The interactions between the gallium nanodroplet and
surfaces (I–V) are used to further explain these different
plet when D3 ¼ 2 � 10�4 eV, D3 ¼ 6 � 10�4 eV and D3 ¼ 1 � 10�3 eV.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 (a) Schematic diagram of the gallium nanodroplet in the contractive cross-section microchannel. (b) Parameters of the contractive cross-
sectionmicrochannel. (c) The different dynamic behaviors of the gallium nanodroplet in the contractive cross-sectionmicrochannel for different
channel parameters including the difference of the height between two cross-sections DH and wetting gradients D3.
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dynamic behaviors. The interactions are represented by the
adhesion energy, Ead,i (i is the sequence number of surfaces).
The adhesion energy Ead,i is dened as the absolute value of the
LJ interaction potentials between gallium atoms and carbon
atoms on surface i. Then, the difference of adhesion energies
between surface III and surface IV could be expressed as:50

DEad ¼ Ead,4 � Ead,3 (8)

As shown in Fig. 6a, surface III and surface IV are the front
and rear surfaces of the contractive cross-section, respectively.
Therefore, we could analyze the detail of the gallium nano-
droplet across the contractive cross-section by DEad. DEad >
0 suggests that the droplet is in closer contact with surface IV;
that is, more gallium atoms could pass through the contractive
cross-section. In contrast, DEad < 0 means that more gallium
atoms stay on surface III. The ability of the droplet to establish
more interactions with surface IV will eventually determine
whether the droplet will be able to fully pass through the
contractive cross-section.

Fig. 7a and b show that the variation of DEad and the head
and tail positions of the droplet with time for a case where the
gallium nanodroplet could completely pass through the
contractive cross-section at D3 ¼ 1.2 � 10�3 eV and DH ¼ 2 �A.
This process could be divided into four different periods as
shown in Fig. 7a. During the rst period from t ¼ 0 to 91 ps, the
gallium droplet contacts surface III and does not touch surface
IV at all. Therefore, DEad depends entirely on Ead,3, resulting in
the decrease of DEad from 0 to a negative minimum. At t¼ 91 ps,
the head of the droplet reaches the joint of the contractive cross-
section, as shown in Fig. 7b and c. During the second period
from t ¼ 91 to 150 ps, DEad remains steady for a while. In the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
nal stage of the second period (t ¼ 150 ps), the head of the
gallium nanodroplet drills into the contractive cross-section as
shown in Fig. 7c.

The third period corresponds to t ¼ 150–663 ps, the DEad
increases from the minimum to the maximum, and gradually
turns from negative to positive, indicating that Ead,4 is signi-
cantly enhanced. As the time goes on, the head and tail (xhead,
xtail) move very slowly because the droplet is hampered by the
contractive cross-section. Until t¼ 633 ps, the tail of the droplet
completely leaves surface III, suggesting that the droplet
completely passes through the contractive cross-section. During
the nal period from t¼ 633 to 1000 ps, DEad begins to decrease
and the tail of the droplet rapidly leaves surface IV under the
acceleration of the wetting gradient. Eventually, the gallium
nanodroplet moves away from surface IV and reaches surface V.

As shown in Fig. 8a, DEad is always negative and Ead,4 is
smaller than Ead,3 when D3 ¼ 1.2 � 10�3 eV and DH ¼ 4 �A,
indicating that the droplet could not fully contact surface IV.
Similarly, the gallium nanodroplet successfully gets transported
to the joint of the contractive cross-section in the rst period.
Then, Ead,4 gradually increases, which manifests as an
increasing contact area between the droplet and surface IV as
shown in Fig. 8c. Until t ¼ 393 ps, DEad reaches the maximum
and xhead becomes the largest. Subsequently, Ead,4 and Ead,3
become stable, DEad uctuates lightly resulting in the head and
tail positions of the droplet remaining stationary. This stable
state lasts from 393 ps to 1000 ps (the third period), indicating
that the gallium nanodroplet is stuck at the contractive cross-
section. Therefore, the gallium nanodroplet would partially
contact surface IV forming the scenarios of partially passing
through the contractive cross-section. If DH becomes larger (DH
¼ 6 �A), the droplet cannot enter the contractive cross-section
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 2752–2761 | 2757



Fig. 7 (a) Variation in DEad and (b) x-positions of the droplet's head and tail for passing through the contractive cross-section (D3¼ 1.2� 10�3 eV
and DH ¼ 2 �A); (c) snapshots of the positions of the gallium droplet in the contractive cross-section at different time points.

Fig. 8 (a) Variation in DEad and (b) x-positions of the droplet's head and tail for partially passing the contractive cross-section (D3¼ 1.2� 10�3 eV
and DH ¼ 4 �A); (c) snapshots of the positions of the gallium droplet in the contractive cross-section at different time points.
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over the whole process, and DEad is basically provided by Ead,3.
Therefore, there is not enough energy to overcome the energy
barrier created by larger DH. Finally, the droplet would stay in
front of the contractive cross-section as shown in Fig. S2.†

To further delineate the self-actuation behaviors of the
gallium nanodroplet in the contractive cross-section micro-
channel, the force analysis based on the Young–Laplace equa-
tion is carried out. For a droplet conned inside the channel,
the curvatures of its trailing and advancing menisci could be
obtained in terms of the geometric relationships as follows:

Ra ¼ cosðqr � DqÞ
H2

; Rr ¼ cos qr

H1

; (9)

where qr represents the equilibrium contact angle of the gallium
nanodroplet on the surface III and Dq is the decreased contact
angle due to the wetting gradient, which would change with the
wetting gradient. Then, in terms of the Young–Laplace equation,
the pressures inside the droplet corresponding to the retreating
and advancing menisci Pr and Pa can be calculated by using:

Pa ¼ �2g cosðqr � DqÞ
H2

; Pr ¼ �2g cos qr

H1

; (10)

Lastly, the pressure difference DPC in the x-direction within
the gallium nanodroplet conned inside the contractive cross-
sections can be written as

DPC ¼ 2g

�
cosðqr � DqÞ

H2

� cos qr

H1

	
(11)

If we dene the ratio l ¼ DH
H1

ð0\l\1Þ, then eqn (11) can
be expressed as

DPC ¼ 2g
cosðqr � DqÞ � ð1þ lÞcos qr

ð1þ lÞH1

(12)

Obviously, whether the gallium nanodroplet could pass
through the contraction section or DPC is positive or negative, is
dependent on the contact angle qr, the wetting gradient Dq and
Fig. 9 (a) Relationship between the dynamic behaviors and the channel
contractive cross-section, tpass, under different DH and D3.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the ratio l. In this work, qr could be regard as a constant,
implying that DPC is determined by Dq and the ratio l, which
varies with the change of the wetting gradient D3 and the
difference of cross-section height DH. It can be seen that when
cos(qr � Dq) > (1 + l)cos qr, the droplet would pass through the
contractive cross-section completely. If cos(qr � Dq) ¼ (1 + l)
cos qr, the droplet would be trapped by the contractive cross-
section, thus keeping the state of partially passing through the
contractive cross-section. However, when cos(qr � Dq) < (1 + l)
cos qr, because DPC < 0, the whole droplet appears to be
completely blocked. In addition, in the case of the same wetting
gradient, the larger DH (the larger l) means that it is difficult for
the gallium nanodroplet to pass through the contractive cross-
section. On the other hand, if DH is xed, the droplet is more
likely to pass through the contractive cross-section with the
increase of the wetting gradient (the increase of Dq). Therefore,
we dene the wetting gradient D3 and the difference of cross-
section height DH as channel parameters, which could be
employed to manipulate the dynamic behaviors of the gallium
nanodroplet in the contractive cross-section microchannel.

Furthermore, the relationship between the dynamic behav-
iors and the channel conditions is summarized in Fig. 9a. With
the increasing wetting gradient D3 and the difference of cross-
section height DH, the gallium nanodroplet is more difficult to
pass through the contractive cross-section. Under the same
wetting gradient, gallium droplet would show a transition from
completely passing to partially passing and nally being
blocked by the contractive cross-section with the increase ofDH.
This map could provide guidance on how to manipulate metal
nanodroplets in microuidic applications.

Fig. 9b shows a comparison of the time consumed to fully
pass through the contractive cross-section, tpass, under different
DH and D3. tpass is dened as follows:

tpass ¼ t2 � t1 (13)

where t1 is the time that the head position of the droplet takes to
arrive at the joint of the contractive cross-section, while t2 is the
time that the tail position takes to reach the joint. At DH ¼ 0�A,
parameters. (b) Comparison of the time taken to fully pass through the
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corresponding to a two-plate connement microchannel
without varying cross-section, tpass decreases with the
increasing wetting gradient D3 because a larger wetting gradient
causes the gallium nanodroplet to move faster. When DH ¼ 0.5
�A, the tpass of droplet increases under the smaller wetting
gradient, but the times tpass is almost the same as DH ¼ 0 �A
under D3 ¼ 1 � 10�3 eV or 1.2 � 10�3 eV. When DH increases to
1 �A, the droplet does not fully pass through the contractive
cross-section at D3¼ 4� 10�4 eV as mentioned above. However,
when D3 is larger than 6 � 10�4 eV, the droplet could fully pass
through the contractive cross-section, and tpass decreases with
the increasing D3. Compared with DH ¼ 0�A and 0.5�A, the time
tpass is signicantly increased. When DH ¼ 2 �A, the gallium
nanodroplet only could pass through the contractive cross-
section at D3 ¼ 1.2 � 10�3 eV, and the passing time tpass of the
droplet increases by four times compared with that when DH ¼
1 �A. Based on the above analysis, the DH and D3 could signi-
cantly inuence tpass, which may be used to adjust the interac-
tion times in microuidic system.

Conclusions

In summary, we have found that the gallium nanodroplet can
have spontaneous and unidirectional self-actuation in the two-
plate connement microchannel without any external energy
input. The results indicate that the gallium nanodroplet would
undergo different motion processes driven by different wetting
gradients. The difference between the curvatures of droplet
trailing and advancing menisci would generate a difference in
the Laplace pressure (DP) to propel the gallium nanodroplet. At
the same time, the movement of the gallium nanodroplet is
resisted by the viscous resistance. Therefore, the competition
between driving force Fd and viscous resistance Ff would
generate different dynamic behaviors. Furthermore, this study
also investigates the dynamic behavior of gallium nanodroplets
in the contractive cross-section microchannel. There are three
different scenarios including completely passing through the
contractive cross-section, partially passing through the
contractive cross-section and being blocked by the contractive
cross-section. Based on the Young–Laplace equation, we iden-
tify the channel parameters that can manipulate the transport
behaviors of the nanodroplet. Additionally, the time consumed
to fully pass through the contractive cross-section could also be
regulated by adjusting the channel parameters. The results
suggest a subtle approach to manipulate liquid metal nano-
droplets in a microchannel, whichmay offer potential for a wide
range of applications, especially in the eld of microuidics.
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